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Axiatonal Aqupuncture and 

the Sacred Earthing Technique. 

The Gland Matrix and Random Points. 
Discovering a New Western Acupuncture system based on the Tree of Life. 

By Kerryn Sedgman. 

Creator ofthe original Eco - Kinesiology Systems. 

AXIATONAL AQUPUNCTURE integrates the teachings ofthe western traditions ofthe Tree of Life, 
and the human energy system. 

According to the ancient healing traditions of the Western Mystery Schools, the Qabalah or Tree of Life, 
teaches that the human body is a reflective representative of the universe and our solar system. Many 
hands off and hands on healing systems use the known universal field of consciousness, to access sacred 
geometric grids, to balance etheric patterns around and through the body which effect physical health. 
The eastern acupuncture meridian system, being the most widely accepted, and more recently the Re 
connective Healing process aligns the external grid around the body to the physical, made popular by 
Eric Pearl. 
I discovered a western aqupuncture model, (spelled with a "q'" to delineate its Qabalistic origin) in the 
Tree of Life grid connected to and through the human energy field. The Axiatonallines are the new en 
ergy paths or meridians, which create a magnetic resonance when two or more paths intersect. This is 
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similar to the "strange flows" meridian intersecting points in Japanese Tsubo acupuncture. 

The aqupoints are found by a muscle monitoring techniques, indicating stress between two or more 
glands. Some points are intersections for five or six glands so a simultaneous energy correction can be 
performed. Glandular health is the orientation ofAxiatonal Aqupuncture. In effect, the healing process is 
conducted by balancing the glands to each other, and aligning the physical and etheric bodies harmoni 
ously into this specific healing grid. 

The ten spheres shown around the external of the body, represent the new ten chaqra energies systems I 
use to stabilize the body in time and space, which inter-relate to the traditional seven internal chakras, 
keeping the functioning etheric physical body in tune. Enter the world ofAxiatonal Aqupuncture 
through CHOGHM. (chakra, organ, gland, hormone and metaphysical fingermodes) which show why 
the imbalance is occurring and effecting the gland or glands .. 

AXIATONAL AQUPUNCTURE is a clinical kinesiology technique using the Eco - Kinesiology and 
Tree of Life Healing correspondences to balance the four levels of human experience through the physi 
cal, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. This training connects innate wisdom teachings with the 
modem metaphysical approaches of healing. 
Axia-tonal Aqupuncture is derived from the word "Axiatonal" developed by JJ Hurtak in the Keys of 
Enoch. 

What are they? 

Quote from "The Keys of Enoch." 3.1.7 

"Axiatonal lines are existing energy fields in patterns working with acoustical vibrations running 
throughout the body and beyond. Through this, the body is maintained and, also can be remade; 
through this, all proper functions of the body can be restored and accelerated; through this, the body 
can be rebuilt, cell by cell, molecule by molecule, thought-form by thought-form. The axiatonal lines are 
part of a fifth circulatory field extending not only through your cells with its micro tubules but beyond 
your body. You are a walking Tree of Knowledge, and as you go further up to the neurocircuitry, you 
realize that you are a bio - transducer processing the thought-forms of energy from the universal mind, 
the universal consciousness, the universal! AM. " 

Axia also meaning a junction point or axis and tonal is derivative of sound. 

How I came to know my work was connected with Axiatonallines and the Keys of Enoch is another 
story. 

There are 125 new aqupuncture points and 44 different meridians which I call energy paths, carrying 
vital prana throughout the body and into an etheric web surrounding the body, which I like to think can 
make an impression or is impressed by the unified field of energy that connects all things. Reconnecting 
us to the Universal grid of consciousness, if you will, through this particular geometry. 

There are five types ofAxiatonal Aqupoints: 

Radiant Points - the Star Points - Intersection Points - Holding Points - Secret Key Points 
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Aligned with the Keys of Enoch text and a proven method of healing using kinesiology, platonic geome 
try and tonal applications, Axiatonal Aqupuncture is a simple practical usable technique easily incorpo 
rated into any kinesiology practice. It is a stand alone system of techniques which integrates into any 
formatting. A positively focused therapy, which "clears the path" for glandular health. 

Glands are known to be the first physical manifestation of spirit, according to the ageless wisdom and 
are directly affected by our emotions, in turn compromising our health. Clients can experience some rad 
ical healing shifts in the body when these extra aqupoints are stimulated, accompanied by a spacy feel 
ing and obvious energy shifts. 

BACKGROUND OF THE TREE OF LIFE TRADITION 

The Tree of Life is not a religion or doctrine, but an explanation how the Laws of the Universe works. It 
predates the Judao - Christian tradition with its roots found in the hieroglyphics of Sumeria and Egypt. 
The Qabalah Tree of Life is a metaphysical, mystical and occult system based on the hierarchy that is 
said to exist between the organic light worlds and the physical realm of matter. While there are many 
possible systems that can be used to bridge this gap, the cosmological structure revealed through the Qa 
balah Tree of Life is most comprehensive and flexible. 
I believe the Qabalah Tree of Life forms a blueprint of consciousness where many doctrines of religion 
found their roots. We really do not know exactly where the Qabalah Tree of Life came from, the term 
itself means "ear to mouth" and refers to the earliest forms of wisdom, which were passed via oral rather 
than written transmission. 

The Qabalah Tree of Life was always an esoteric system, a cosmology of esoteric science, which was 
only taught to the initiated under oaths of secrecy and under the guise of symbolism. Many would hy 
pothesize that the Qabalah Tree of Life has an Egyptian origin and in a round about way this is true. 

The available evidence is that Pharisaic Judaism and Christianity are derivatives of the original Egyp 
tian / Israelite Gnosis. Gnosticism was the development of the original Egyptian teaching. Central to its 
theme is the explanation of the mystical power of the 22 Hebrew letters which reveal the essence ofthe 
vibration of the material universe. 

These 22 hebrew letters correspond to the 22 paths on the Tree of Life. Each path is a life lesson as we 
descend from the light to live in the physical. There is the Hebrew teaching called Kabbalah, traditional 
ly secret mens business, and a Western Mystery School approach studied by learned mystics of both 
genders, called Qabalah, both with the Tree of Life as a central common theme. 

The Western Mystery system of study, focuses on the premise that all life on earth is sacred and has a 
direct correspondence to our solar system and universe. Understanding these correspondences and how 
we fit into the natural world and the cosmos, promotes the idea that humans and all nature is connected 
and that we do not rule over the planet, but co-exist and co create with it. The human is a universal and 
natural hologram combined into one. 
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From a counselling point of view, Eco-Kinesiology® incorporates aspects of both Hebrew and Western 
systems, however, more so adopting the Egyptian - Gnostic system and uses the Egyptian Thoth Tarot 
deck for spiritual counselling plus discussion of life lessons attributed to the traditional 22 paths on the 
Tree of Life. 

HOW THE TREE OF LIFE FITS ON THE HUMAN BODY 

The Tree of Life is composed ofTen Centres known as Sephiroth or plural, Sephira, being connected by 
twenty- two paths. The Image of the Qabalah Tree of Life fits onto the body and each Sephirah has a 
physical correspondence. The head is Kether, the ears are Chokmah and Binah, the shoulders are 
Geburah and Chesed, the heart & viscera are Tiphareth, the hips are Hod and Netzach, the generative 
organs are Yesod and the feet are Malkuth. 

These are the sphere, quality, chakra and gland correspondences. 

1. Kether the Organic Light. Sphere of Pluto, Crown Chakra, Pineal Gland. 
2. Chokmah is Wisdom, Sphere of Uranus, Brow Lalata, Anterior Pitiuitary Gland. 

3. Binah is Understanding, Sphere of Saturn, Brow Ajna, Posterior Pituitary Gland. 

4. Chesed Mercy or Grace, Sphere of Jupiter. Throat Chakra, Parathyroid Gland. 

5. Geburah. Strength. Sphere of Mars, Throat Chakra, Thyroid Gland. 

6. Tiphareth.Harmony, Sphere ofthe Sun. Heart, Thymus. 

7. Netzach. Victory, Sphere of Venus. Solar Plexus Manipura Chakra, Spleen / Pancreas. 

8. Hod. Glory, Sphere of Mercury. Solar Plexus Surya Chakra, Liver as a gland. 

9. Yesod. Foundation, Sphere of the Moon. Sacral Chakra, Gonads glands. 

10. Malkuth. KingdomSphere ofthe Earth. Base, Adrenal Glands .. 

D'aat. The Invisible Sephirah. Sphere of Neptune. Knowledge, Alta Major, Hypothalamus. 

THE SECRET PATHS. 

Further research revealed the possibility of even more than 22 paths, when I connected more dots on the 
Tree and found the SecretPaths®. The external 22 paths represent the physical health and these new se 
cret paths respond to etheric health. The SecretPaths® being the inner paths and the outer paths repre 
senting our action in the world around us. In effect the physical paths intersected the secret paths creat 
ing an electromagnetic conduit between them. I later found secret paths also documented in the book, 
The Western Mysteries, by David Hulse. I loved this curious synchronicity, which verified my 
"discovery" and at the same time made me realize many of us are independently "downloading" ancient 
wisdoms quite spontaneously. 
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CHAQRA FINGER MODES: How we Access the Paths between Gland Spheres. 
The ten fingers represent one of the ten spheres. Connecting the fingers determines the paths needing 
balancing through the specific Aqupoint where the paths cross at the critical electromagnetic point. 

Each of the ten spheres overlaid on the body have a planetary and glandular equivalent. Where two or 
more paths cross an Aqupoint is established. The AA healing practice activates the specific aqupoint 
which is found on the energy path between glands. To reinvigorate the energy flow between glands, the 
Sacred Earthing Technique is used. The simple correction employs the sacred geometry ofthe platonic 
solids combined with the tonal frequency of its relevant tuning fork or Om Tuner. After the Aqupoint (s) 
is stimulated, clearing the energy path, we can then deal more effectively with the gland itself. The treat 
ment can be applied directly to the glands as well without needing muscle monitoring. The treatment is 
in effect a realignment to the sacred healing grid of Earth Using the earth's healing field to correct 
our imbalances. 
All ten gland indicator muscles are challenged at the chakra, organ, gland, hormone and meridian 
(CHOGM) level, to determine that all circuits are clear. Amino acids form the building blocks for 
change and physical support. The amino acids have a direct correlation to the 22 hebrew letters accord 
ing to JJ Hurtak and sometimes meditating on these symbols and their meanings is required as well. 

Basic kinesiology and fingermode skills required. 
A rock crystal sphere and Om Tuner are the tools of the trade. 

1. AA Random Balances 
2. Gland Matrix Balances 
3. Body Geometry Balances 
4. Sacred Keys 

Kerryn Peita Sedgman Natural Lifestyle Coach and Eco - Kinesiologist. 
MIND BODY SPIRlT ECOLOGY SCIENCE 
www.kerryn.com.au 
School - Workshops - Consultations 
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